NOTES:

1. TO ASSEMBLE:
   A) THREAD 131014 PULLER EXTENSION IN TOOL'S END CAP (LH THREAD).
   B) THREAD 130036 CUTTER PULLER INTO PULLER EXTENSION CAP (LH THREAD).
   C) APPLY ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT P/N: 508183 TO OUTSIDE OF 130036 CUTTER PULLER.
   D) INSTALL 131187 ANVIL HOLDER OVER PULLER AND THREAD INTO TOOL'S PISTON.
   E) ALIGN 129975 CUTTER ANVIL WITH GROOVES IN 130036 CUTTER PULLER. PUSH ANVIL INSIDE OF 131187 ANVIL HOLDER AND INSTALL 141 SET SCREWS-501781 USING LOCTITE 243 P/N: 50855671.

2. APPLY WARNING STICKER P/N: 590518 TO ANVIL HOLDER. DO NOT PERMIT STICKER TO OVERLAP INTO ANVIL.

3. LEFT HAND THREAD

SECTION A-A